Partner With Us!
Why Girl Up?

We develop transformative leaders who advance gender justice worldwide.

**LEADERSHIP**
We provide girl-centered, evidence-based programming to change the face of leadership for generations to come.

**GENDER JUSTICE**
We power a force for social good that advocates for policy change to expand and protect girls' rights.

**GLOBAL COMMUNITY**
We connect girl-led clubs, youth leaders, affiliates and partners, welcoming all gender identities across 155 countries.
INTERSECTIONAL ACTIVISM

Our Girl Up leaders are advancing advocacy across intersectional issues including education, reproductive health, violence prevention, climate change, mental health and well-being, and closing the gender gap in STEM, sports, pay, and leadership.

SOCIAL IMPACT SKILLS

We strengthen and train leaders' skills in organizing, community building, advocacy, fundraising, service, and storytelling to position girls to lead with greater impact.

Advancing Gender Justice
Our Vision

Girl Up envisions a more equitable and just world for girls and women, which benefits all people.

We are on the cusp of a new generation moving into positions of influence, working to address global and intersecting crises, leading with empathy and creating a better future for everyone.

By 2030 we will mobilize ONE MILLION Girl Up leaders around the world.
What We Do

Girl Up operates a global network of regional affiliates engaging **270,000 girls to-date in 155 countries and all 50 U.S. states.**

We deliver outcomes-driven leadership development training, resources, and opportunities through our girl-led Clubs, programs, events, and online community.
DEVELOP LEADERS

An evidence-based virtual curriculum, the Girl Up Leadership Course, is at the core of our leadership development programming. Girl Up also hosts a variety of events throughout the year including our annual Global Leadership Summit, Women in Science (WiSci) STEAM camps, Bootcamps, and regional events. Youth all over the world can participate in our programs and events free of charge.
What We Do

Girl Up Clubs are a place for girls to gather, connect, and gain confidence, experience, and expertise on issues they find important. Clubs are girl-led, open to youth of all gender identities, and help members learn and apply leadership skills related to advocacy, storytelling, fundraising, and grassroots organizing.

Together, our youth are changing norms and policies, and fighting to expand girls’ rights and agency across intersecting issues.
What We Do

OUR KEY ISSUE AREAS

- GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
- CLOSING THE GENDER GAP IN STEM
- GIRLS’ EDUCATION
- INEQUITY IN SPORTS
- SEXUAL & REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH, RIGHTS, AND JUSTICE
- CLIMATE CHANGE
Our Impact

In thirteen years, Girl Up has proven the power of investing in girl leaders. As we have galvanized and connected these fierce young activists around the world, the potential of their influence is clear.

As they step into positions of power, imagine what the world can be with one million Girl Up members leading the way.
Girl Up has grown 260% since 2020. We are working to meet our exponential growth, build platforms, reach a more diverse audience, launch national affiliates, and strengthen resources to maximize the potential of our girl leaders.
Each partnership with Girl Up is custom-designed to meet the unique goals of both organizations.
THANK YOU!

partnerships@girlup.org
www.girlup.org